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Now that you have done the language change, everything in the game should
be displayed in the new language. If you are going to play in the new

language, you can now go ahead and remove the old language files from the
main or second language folder We've built in the latest Bluehole Studio map
as our first release [8] with the help of a few community maps. It will be our

first major expansion to the Battlefield franchise and we're so excited to share
it with you. For your reference, here are the first and second seasons of

Mission map packs to back this up. Many of us expect the fourth installment of
the long-running Battlefield series to arrive following the release of Battlefield
Hardline in October 2013. This means the next Battlefield game could possibly
arrive in late 2014, as the sequel to Battlefield 4 will be out in the summer this

year. However, EA recently announced that the fourth title in the series,
Battlefield Hardline, will not arrive until the autumn of 2015. Vastly improving

upon the previous BF's maps, Battlefield Hardline's selection from the well-
received DICE-developed Hardline range of maps should provide hours of non-
stop online action, although DICE has yet to divulge whether they're planning
to release additional maps at a later date. Special edition [Link deleted]href=h
ttps://www.reddit.com/r/gaming/comments/1jl6k8/battlefield_hardline_review_

edition/?st=drhkqd3z&sh=1c00520e[/Link deleted] games, the next
installment of the popular franchise doesn’t look to delay the release of its
online-first shooter for too long. EA and publisher DICE also announced the

Battlefield Hardline in a press release today (June 16, 2015), which comes hot
on the heels of last year’s Battlefield 4.
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